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Abstract. Arabic is one of the oldest Semitic languages in the world.
But despite its rich historical heritage, Arabic is still bereft of a historical
dictionary which traces the first use of its words and the evolution of
their meanings and structures. Therefore, creating such a dictionary is
of a great importance for the Arab world as it bridges the gap between
its present and its past. This task should undergo several stages and
requires a lot of effort. In this paper, we present our framework to help
the linguists create a historical dictionary for Arabic. For this aim, we
propose a platform which helps to trace the evolution of the meanings of
a given word throughout time. The developed system allows the user to
extract the meaning of an Arabic word according to the historical period
in which it appeared. It also provides information about the oldest date
of use of the word with a textual example in which it first appeared, and
the first place where the word was used.
Keywords: Arabic historical dictionary, word sense disambiguation, word
embedding, old Arabic, classical Arabic, modern standard Arabic.

1

Introduction

The human language is subject to a large number of factors and influences.
The latter contribute to its development and to the evolution of its vocabulary
and constructions. It may also lead to its erosion and fragmentation, or to its
total extinction. It develops and renews itself when it finds the conditions that
guarantee its development and may fade away when it is neglected by people
(lack of use, forgetfulness, etc.).
Thus, the historical events and the political conditions that humanity has
experienced have had a decisive impact on the subdivision of the languages of
the ancient worls. In fact, each language can be divided into species and groups
themselves, each giving rise to several languages linked together by historical
and geographical bonds. In order to safeguard their languages, nations have
resorted to the rooting of the language and the establishment of its history by
means of historical dictionaries. According to Al-Said [2], a historical dictionary
is a general dictionary of language which draws its importance from the human
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heritage gathered from sciences, arts and letters from the different ages and
places. It studies the evolution of the construction of words and their meanings
through the chronological stages the language has undergone. The historical
dictionaries of a language are thus considered to be as the language body which
helps to understand the entire human heritage.
However, despite its richness, the Arabic language does not yet have a historical dictionary which helps to monitor the semantic development of the Arabic
language throughout history, and to understand its knowledge and scientific heritage correctly. Indeed, words in Arabic have gone through a historical process of
growth marked by significance and expectation. Accordingly, certain words have
changed in terms of vocations over time and others have completely disappeared
from literature.
As a matter of fact, the evolution of the Arabic language from antiquity to the
present day has given birth to several linguistic registers. According to Al-Said
[3], the Arabic language can be divided into three periods: (1) Old Arabic, which
is not used currently. It is found in ancient literary works (mainly poems).(2)
Classical Arabic or literary Arabic, which is the language of the Quran. It is
spread through Islamic conquests.(3) Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is the
official language of all the Arab countries [16].
In view of that, language evolves and changes by time in terms of its sounds,
rules, and especially its meanings. Accordingly, the meanings of words is not
fixed, but in a constant change and evolution from one age to another.
In this work, we propose to develop a framework for the construction of a
historical dictionary for Arabic. In fact, creating such a dictionary has to go
through several stages and requires a lot of effort. One of these stages is the
extraction of the appropriate sense of a given word according to its appearance
in the document. Recently, several studies have focused on disambiguating words
in Modern Standard Arabic, but there seems to be no work concerned with
disambiguating Arabic words according to their historical period in which they
appeared. The principal objective is to disambiguate words appearing in Old
and Classical Arabic in order to study the semantic evolution of each word of
the language through its historical ages. Therefore, the main contributions of
this paper are as follows:
– Propose a method which helps to extract automatically the meaning of a
given word according to its historical period. This method aims not only to
identify what a word means in a given context, but also to disambiguate it
according to the historical period in which it appeared.
– Suggest a method that helps to give clear and precise information about the
oldest use of a given word, its first date of appearance, its users, its first
places of appearance, and the date of its sense evolution.
– Help the linguists build a historical dictionary for Arabic by proposing a
tool which enables to automatically extract the meaning of a given word
and describe its evolution historically and geographically.
The rest of this paper is divided as follows. Section 2 reviews some works on
existing historical dictionaries in different languages as well as some previous
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attempts to build a historical dictionary for Arabic. It also gives an overview of
the works which focus on Arabic word sense disambiguation. Section 3 explains
our method to help the linguists to construct such a dictionary. Section 4 presents
the developed system. Experimental results are tackled in section 5. In section
6 we draw a conclusion.

2

State of the Art

2.1

Historical Dictionaries Background

The idea of creating historical dictionaries appeared during the second half of
the 19th century following the appearance of the method of historical analysis
[2]. The primordial objective of creating historical dictionaries was to gather
information about the words of the language by studying their evolution over
time in terms of phonetics, structure, form and meaning. Several international
projects have been launched in different countries whose purpose was to develop a historical dictionary. The first attempt was with the German Historical
dictionary in 1838. Then some other endeavors were with the Dutch Historical
dictionary in 1849 and with the English Dictionary in 1849.
The German Historical Dictionary. The German historical dictionary Deutsches WörterBuch (DWB) is the most important German historical dictionary
since the 16th century. It is also called the Grimm dictionary, referring to the
names of its creators the Grimm brothers (Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm), who
began working on it in 1838 with more than 80 collaborators. It is a historical
dictionary that traces the history of each word using many quotes. Indeed, the
purpose of this dictionary is to analyze and explain exhaustively the origin and
use of each German word [2]. Figure 1 shows an excerpt1 from the dictionary for
the word ’ WÖRTERBUCH/Dictionary’.
According to this excerpt, we note that the search for a given word in the
German electronic history dictionary makes it possible to present the various
synonyms of the word in focus as well as its inflected forms. The articles which
contain this word are classified by their date of appearance, their links, and their
search links in other dictionaries. This work was manually and did not depend
on NLP tools.
The Dutch Historical Dictionary WNT. The dictionary of the Dutch language (WNT) “Woordenboek der Nederlandsche Taal” was announced in 1849.
The WNT contains about 95 000 main entries and about 1.7 million citations.
This dictionary indicates for each word the grammatical characteristics, the
origin, the meaning(s), their use in compounds, sentences and proverbs, and
derivations [2].
1

http://woerterbuchnetz.de/cgi-bin/WBNetz/wbgui_py?sigle=DWB&mode=
Vernetzung&lemid
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Fig. 1. Excerpt from the DWB dictionary.

Figure 2 shows an excerpt2 from the dictionary for the word ’ WOORDENBOEK /Dictionary’. This figure indicates that the WNT dictionary provides for
each word the part of speech, the lemma, the meaning, the date of appearance,
the inflected forms, the quotations and the origin of this word. Once the word is
composed, the dictionary displays the previous information for each word that
composes it. This work was manually and did not depend on NLP tools.

Fig. 2. Excerpt from the WNT dictionary.

The English Historical Dictionary OED. The Oxford English Dictionary
(OED) is a reference dictionary for the English language. It is published by The
Oxford University Press. The essential task of a dictionary would be to trace
the history and the trajectory of each word, illustrating with quotations the
nuances of meaning and uses that have emerged over time [2]. Figure 3 shows
an excerpt3 from the dictionary for the word ’Dictionary’. This excerpt shows
2
3

http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M087164
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/52325
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how the search for a word in the OED online dictionary gives information on the
different pronunciation of this word, its etymology and its different meanings.

Fig. 3. Excerpt from the OED dictionary.
According to the study of the state of the art on the creation of historical
dictionaries of other languages, we can see that the objectives of these dictionaries revolve around the study of the evolution of the meanings of the words
since their first appearance.
Arabic Historical Dictionary. As for the historical dictionary for Arabic
language, a first attempt of the historical dictionary was launched and directed
by August Fischer in Egypt in 1935.
In April 2004, the Historical Dictionary of the Arabic Language Committee
was founded by a decision of the Arab Language and Science Counselling Union
in Cairo (Egypt). This project aims to create a historical dictionary of the Arabic
words and their uses in order to indicate the change of their meanings through
time and space [1]. It is still under the studying stage of the corpus.
A third attempt of the project was by the Arab Center for Research in Doha
in 2013. The initial steps have been to prepare a reference bibliography of the
sources of the linguistic corpus of the dictionary.
As a best of our knowledge, the creation of historical dictionaries for other
languages does not use the natural language processing (NLP) tools, whereas for
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the attempts that have been made to create the historical dictionary for Arabic,
they were not successful.
As for the attempt at the Arab Center for Research in Doha, the team
pointed out the need to rely on NLP tools in the different steps of building the
desired dictionary. In this context, Khalfallah et al.[12], proposed a platform
of Automatic Natural Language Processing (ANLP) tools which permit the
automatic indexing and research from Arabic texts corpus. They developed a
system which allows to extract contexts from the entered corpus and to assign
meaning by the user [13]. Another primordial step in the creation of a historical
dictionary is by determining the correct meaning of a word in a given context,
also known as WSD.
2.2

Word Sense Disambiguation: State of the Art

WSD Approaches. WSD is a natural language processing task of identifying
the particular word senses of polysemous words used in a sentence [28]. WSD
has become a prominent research area in the field of NLP. There are three
main methods to WSD: knowledge-based method, supervised and unsupervised
method [24].
Knowledge based methods rely on dictionaries, thesaurus, and knowledge
to extract the definition of the ambiguous word. Unsupervised methods are
based on training sets and do not use any structured resource while supervised
methods are based on manually sense-annotated data sets [22]. Recently, the
great advance in distributed semantics paved the way for the appearance of word
embedding. Word embedding enables the computation of semantically related
words. It can also be used to represent other linguistic units, such as phrases
and short texts. Yet the problem of WSD has been approached from various
perspectives in the context of word embeddings [25].
Word embeddings are of a major importance as they exhibit certain algebraic
relations and can, therefore, be used for meaningful semantic operations. The
latter include computing word similarity and capturing lexical relationships [23].
Recently some works have focused on word representation in vector space for
the Arabic language such as[29,27,9].
However, most of the works used word embedding or any other techniques
related to WSD were applied to Latin languages like English and French. But
in the last decade, some attempts were applied to the Arabic language.
Arabic WSD Approaches. To the best of our knowledge, there seems to
be no work concerned with disambiguating Arabic words according to their
historical period in which they appeared. Hence, the idea of disambiguating
words appearing in Old and Classical Arabic in order to create a historical
dictionary is original.
In fact, all the works that focus on Arabic Word Sense Disambiguation are
concerned with identifying the meaning of words in MSA.
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In this Section, we are going to review the existing works related to the
disambiguation of words in MSA. The work proposed by Bouhriz et al.[8] takes
into consideration the local context and the global context defined by the full
text during the disambiguation process. They have represented local context,
global context and each sense of the ambiguous word with the help of vectors.
Then, the appropriate sense of the target word is the sense that has the closest
semantic proximity to its local and global context.
Alian et al.[5], relied on Arabic Wikipedia to extract the different meanings
of the ambiguous word. They have applied Vector Space Model as a mathematical representation for documents. Vector Space Model serves to represent each
retrieved texts from Wikipedia as a vector. Then, each text represented with the
help of vectors is compared with the context of the word using cosine distance.
The appropriate sense of the ambiguous word is therefore the concept of having
the most cosine similarity.
Another method was proposed by Menai[17]. They have used genetic algorithms to solve word sense disambiguation problem. They tested their approach
using a sample text in Arabic then they compared with naı̈ve Bayes classifier [6].
Zouaghi et al.[30] have proposed an approach based on information retrieval
measures. They have generated the contexts of use for each sense of the ambiguous word using its glosses. Then, the most probable sense is chosen by measuring
the similarity between the different contexts generated and the current context
of the ambiguous word.
The method proposed by Zouaghi et al.[31] is a hybrid method that combines
unsupervised and knowledge based methods. They have used a context Matching
algorithm that measures the similarity between the contexts of use corresponding
to the glosses of the target word and the original sentence [6].
The most recent work proposed by Alkhatlan et al.[7] aims to disambiguate
Arabic words using Arabic Wordnet and word embeddings. The main idea of
this work is to represent each sense of the ambiguous word by a vector based
on word2vec and Glove. The system proposed by Alkhatlan et al.[7] lists all
the synsets which represent the ambiguous word along with their similarity to
the context. It also chooses the synset that has the maximum similarity among
synsets.
Table 1 presents a comparative study in the field of word sense disambiguation for Arabic. This comparison is performed using these criteria:
–
–
–
–

The
The
The
The

used method for WSD,
resources used to WSD,
testing data (number of ambiguous word used),
rate of precision.

Thanks to this study, we note that most of the works used a knowledge based
approach for AWSD because these approaches provide a higher precision than
the unsupervised approach.
4

https://sites.google.com/site/mouradabbas9/corpora
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Table 1. Comparative study of some AWSD approaches.
Author
Bouhriz et
al. [8]
Alian et al.
[5]
Menai [17]

Testing data Precision
A sample text in
74%
Arabic
- Arabic Wikipedia 7
ambiguous
- Arabic Wordnet
words
- Arabic WordNet
A sample text in
79%
- A sense annotated Arabic
corpus
Zouaghi et Knowledge based - Arabic dictionary - 50 ambiguous
73%
al. [30]
approach
Alwassit
words
- A collected corpus - 130 contexts
of 1500 Arabic texts of use for every
word
Zouaghi et Hybrid AWSD
- Arabic dictionary - 10 ambiguous
79%
al. [31]
Alwassit
words
- A collected corpus - 130 contexts
of 1500 Arabic texts of use for every
word
Alkhatlan Knowledge based - Arabic WordNet
- 10 ambiguous
79%
et al. [7]
approach
- Watan and Khaleej words
corpora4
- A collected corpus of 240 training samples

3

WSD method
Knowledge based
AWSD
Knowledge based
AWSD
Knowledge based
approach

Used resources
- Arabic Wordnet

Proposed Method

Our research consists in developing a framework to help linguists create a historical dictionary for Arabic. Thus, we have been inspired from the different
outputs of the historical dictionaries already done and based on a description
submitted by Doha site5 of their aims behind the draft of the historical lexicon
of Doha for the Arabic language. We have noticed that building the desired
dictionary requires fundamental steps. One of them is by tracing the evolution
of the meanings of a given word throughout time in addition to its historical
information such as the date and the location of its first appearance. So we
began by presenting the methodology of determining the meaning of a word
in context, also known as Word Sense Disambiguation and then we detail the
process of extraction of its historical information.
3.1

Methodology of Word Sense Disambiguation in Arabic

We propose here a method which permits to determine the meaning of an
ambiguous word. This method aims not only to identify what a word means in
5

https://www.dohadictionary.org/AR/Lexical_Services/Pages/Bibliography.
aspx
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a given context, but also to disambiguate it according to the historical period in
which it appeared. Recently, word embedding has become a mainstay of natural
language processing thanks to their ability to solve many NLP problems such
as machine translation, sentiment analysis and even word sense disambiguation(WSD).
Word embeddings consist in building word representations in vector space
based on the distributional hypothesis [11]: words that occur in the same contexts
tend to have similar meanings [10].
In the spirit of representing words as vectors in a highly dimensional space,
our method also benefits from word embedding to disambiguate Arabic words.
This method is made up of two stages. The first one is about building an Arabic
word embedding model using the skip gram technique [19]. The second one
consists in calculating the similarities between the context of the ambiguous
word and its definitions after representing, with the help of vectors, the context
of the word to be disambiguated and its different glosses.
Arabic Word Embedding Model. The Word2vec tool [18] remains a popular
choice benefited from its fast training and good results. In this work, we explore
skip gram architecture to build neural word embeddings for Arabic. In fact, to
build the word embedding model, we have used the Historical Arabic Dictionary
Corpus (HADC) [4], which is originally designed to build a historical dictionary.
It contains texts in Old Arabic, Classical Arabic and Modern Standard Arabic.
A preprocessing step has been done before training word2vec model. First of
all, we removed punctuation and non Arabic words. Then, we removed the stop
words from the corpus based on a predifined list of stop words.
Similarity Calculation. To attribute for each ambiguous word its appropriate
sense, we choose the sense with the closest semantic similarity to its local context.
To measure the similarity between the context of use and each sense definition,
three methods have been used. In what follows, we explain how to compute the
semantic similarity among the context of use of the ambiguous word and its
sense definition.
No weighting method. The simplest strategy to compare the context and
the sense definition of the ambiguous word is by computing the sum of their
words vectors. The similarity is subsequently measured for each meaning of the
ambiguous word by using a cosine distance metric.
IDF weighting method. The core principle of this methodology is to assign a
weight to each word in the context of the ambiguous word and its sense definition.
These weights are based on the Inverse Document Frequency. The idea behind
this is the word needed to determine most of the sentence’s semantics usually
have higher idf values [20]. The context vector (respectively sense vector) is
represented by the sum of each word vector multiplied with its idf score.
ISSN 1870-4069
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To create a historical dictionary, we should take into consideration that
certain words disappeared from the language and some new words appeared,
and therefore the idf is calculated according to the periods in which the words
appeared. Indeed, the corpus can be divided into three main periods. The first
period contains texts in classical Arabic, the second period with texts in middleage Arabic and the third period with texts in modern Arabic. Then, for each
period, idf is calculated using the following formula [21]:
idf (w) = log

S
,
WS

(1)

where w is a word that appeared in a specephic period, S is the total number of
sentences in this period and WS is the number of sentences containing the word
w. The similarity is subsequently measured by using a cosine distance metric.
Word mover distance (WMD) method. WMD was introduced by [14].
WMD is a method that allows us to measure the distance between two documents
(two sentences in our case). It takes into account the word’s similarities in word
embedding space. Indeed, we have used WMD to calculate the similarity between
the context of use of the ambiguous word and its senses definition.

3.2

Methodology for Extraction of Historical Information for a
Word

After the extraction of the meaning of the given word, we must determine the
historical period when this word was first used. More precisely, our aim is to
determine, for a given Arabic word, the date of its first appearance and the date
of its sense’s transformation. Then, we will store the history of Arabic words in
an XML format [15].
The first step is to represent the texts of the corpus in an XML format. The
XML format allows us to capture the historical information of each document.
In fact, the title of each document in the corpus is saved under the headings of:
Author’s name - Date of death. Therefore, the XML format of each document
is automatically created by using the title of the document, the author and the
period representing the date of death of the author. In fact, the date of death
describes the historical period when that specific meaning was used. This could
be explained with the fact that the date of the author’s death gives a precise
idea about the person’s details.
However, the geography of appearance is extracted from Arabic Wikipedia.
This step involves an XML description of all the text figures in the HADC
corpus. The texts of the corpus are thus represented in the form of two files
under different extension (TXT and XML). The TXT extension contains the
value of the text and the XML extension contains the title, the author, the
period and the geography of appearance of the text as well as its value (see
figure 4).
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Fig. 4. Structure of a XML file of a text extracted from the corpus.

Fig. 5. XML description of the dictionary of meaning.
The second step is to study the variation of the meanings of the word
through time. Hence, the principle is as follows: for a given word, we first extract
its meaning by applying our disambiguation method presented in section 3.1.
Second, we stoke the historical information (period, place,user) related to the
meaning of the word. This process will be repeated recursively for each document
of the corpus containing the word being analyzed. Then, the meaning and the
historical period in which this meaning was used is stoked in the XML format.
It is worth pointing out that the XML model is automatically updated once the
meaning of the word is found in an older document.
As for the word’s first date of appearance, first place of appearance and
ISSN 1870-4069
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origin, we will extract that automatically from the corpus. In fact, suppose that
the texts of the corpus are historically classified from the oldest to the most
recent ones, the first document containing the word in focus will reflect its first
date of appearance, its origin and its user. We present an extract of the structure
of our XML model in Fig. 5. It is necessary here to note that the texts of the
corpus are lemmatized in order to identify the word’s first occurrence. Finally,
the XML model stores the following information:
– The oldest use of the word, together with its users, first date of appearance
and first places of appearance,
– The meanings of the word historically classified according to its appearance
in the corpus, specifying for each meaning the history of its oldest use, its
oldest place of appearance and its users.

4

An Overview of the Developed System

In this section, we present the implementation details of our tool. The architecture of our system is shown in Fig 6.

Fig. 6. Architecture of the developed system.
To develop our tool, we used python programming language. We also used
Gensim6 toolkit to explore the pre-trained model, and PyQt47 toolkit to build
our interface tool.
More precisely, the first version of our tool includes three main zones. The
first one is called “The current text” in which the text will be uploaded to
6
7

https://pypi.org/project/gensim/
https://pypi.org/project/PyQt4/
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display. The second one is called “Research operation” which represents the
research possibilities (with criteria by entering a word to search, etc.). The last
one contains three parts: “Historical information”, “Research Sense”, and “The
Semantic evolution of a word”.
Therefore, our tool allows users to execute the following tasks:
– Extract the first date of appearance of a given word, as well as its users and
its first places of appearance. The historical information extraction interface
is presented in Fig. 7.
– Extract the meaning of the given word according to the historical period in
which it appeared. The word sense disambiguation interface is presented in
Fig. 8.
– Generate the meanings of the word historically classified according to its
appearance in the corpus, specifying for each meaning the history of its
oldest use, its oldest place of appearance and its users.

5

Evaluation

To evaluate our work, we conduct a series of experiments regarding the ability
of word embeddings to solve WSD problem.
– Our corpus of test consists of 183 texts that appear in different historical
periods.
– These texts have been selected from the Historical Arab Corpus HADC and
Open Source Arabic Corpora (OSAC) corpus [26].
– We have tested about 100 ambiguous words. For each ambiguous word, we
have used AntConc8 to extract its contexts of use from the test corpus.
– As we have previously mentioned, our test corpus contains documents that
appear in different periods from Classical Arabic to Modern Arabic. Then,
we have randomly extracted, for each period, 100 contexts of use for each
ambiguous word.
– We have used 150-dimensional Skip gram word embeddings.
– Moreover, to extract the different meanings of the ambiguous word taking
into account the historical period in which the word appeared in the document, we have used four Arabic dictionaries that describe the different
historical periods of the Arabic language.
• Tahdhib Allougha Dictionary9 , for Old Arabic by Abou Mansour Azhari,
• Tej Alarous Dictionary10 by Murtadha Zbidi, For Intermediate Arabic
Dictionaries,
8
9
10

http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antconc/
AlAzhari, Abu Mansour, Refining the Language. Dar Alamaarif, Cairo, 1976.
Zabidi, Sayed Mortadha, Tej Alarous, Kuwait Government Press and the National
Council for Culture and Arts, Kuwait from 1965 to 2002.
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• Alwassit dictionary11 and dictionary of contemporary Arabic language12
for modern Arabic.

Table 2. The average precision obtained with stop words removal from the
corpus when training words vector.
Pre-processing step
Old Arabic
With stop words removal
42,5%
Without stop words removal 48.54%

Precision
Classical Arabic
43,9%
47.48%

MSA
49%
59.42%

Table 3. Results of disambiguation words according to its appearance in the
document.
Method
Old Arabic
No weighting method 48.54%
MDA distance method 46,94%
IDF weighting method 48,89%

Precision
Classical Arabic
47.48%
44,10%
48,57%

MSA
59.42%
50,26%
63,44%

We have semi-automatically developed a structured electronic dictionary
with an XML format containing the glosses of 100 ambiguous words in the Old
Arabic. Similarly, we have developed a dictionary that contains the glosses of 100
ambiguous words extracted from Tej Alarouss. Thus, the last two dictionaries
Tahdhib Alougha and Tej Alarous are manually structured because they have
complex structures, which varies from one entry to another and are characterized
by a quasi-absence of marker. For words in Modern Standard Arabic, the two
dictionaries Alwaseet and Almouasera are used. Indeed, we have an HTML
version of these two dictionaries.
These two dictionaries are distinguished by a set of markers facilitating the
transformation of their raw content to a structured version in XML. Then we
have automatically transformed them into a structured electronic XML format.
The first part of this evaluation is to test the impact of removing stop words
from the corpus when training word vectors. Results are shown in table 2.
For the word sense disambiguation task, we have noticed that without removal
stop words from the corpus, our trained model exhibits stronger performances
compared to the model obtained with trained corpus without stop words.
11

12

The 5th Edition of the Alwasseet Dictionary published by the Arabic Language
Complex, in Cairo in 2011.
Mokhtar, Omar Ahmed, Modern Arabic Language, The Universe of Books, Cairo,
2008.
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Fig. 7. Historical information extraction interface.

Fig. 8. Word sense disambiguation interface.
Accordingly, we considered the word embeddings obtained without removing
stop words from the corpus when trained words vectors. The second part is
to evaluate the capacity of word embeddings to represent the sentence conISSN 1870-4069
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taining the ambiguous word and its sense definitions. Specifically, we consider
three method: no weighting method, IDF weighting method and WMD distance
method.
As illustrated in table 3, IDF weighting method achieves better results on
WSD tasks. Unexpectedly, the cosine distance between average word vectors
(No weighting method) is more powerful than WMD metric as it captures the
meaning similarities between the context of use of the ambiguous word and its
sense definitions.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented our tool that aims to help linguists to create a
historical dictionary of Arabic. The implemented method consists of two steps:
in the first one we extract the meaning of an ambiguous Arabic word according
to the historical period in which it appeared together with its first date of
appearance, its users and its first place of appearance. Second, we generate
the different meanings of a given word historically classified according to its
appearance in the corpus. 100 ambiguous words have been chosen for the test.
Each context of use has been extracted according to to three specific periods.
Experiments have shown an accuracy of 48,89% for the Old Arabic, 48,57% for
the Classical Arabic and 63,44% for the Modern Standard Arabic.
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